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facility. Brand Listing Finder. Please Select Although it is a truck engine, it used cylinder heads
closely related to the LS2 and LS6. The engine came with flat-top pistons for increased
compression, and has a unique camshaft. These motors are capable of making a lot of
horsepower, and respond well to upgrades like turbos, superchargers, high-flow cylinder heads,
intake systems, cams, and nitrous oxide. Summit Racing has created a series of comprehensive
guides for each engine in the LS family, so engine builders and tuners can have a handy
reference for their projects. This guide is specifically about the GM L L33 should be listed as a
58x crankshaft reluctor ring. I do know what my truck has, though. Paul, with the L33 being a
Gen. Let us know what you find. Heads and cam is usually the best bang for the buck. A good
set of reworked heads can make even a baby cam grow some nads. Bump the valves up a
couple of sizes 2. Let that sucker breath. Pingback: LM4 5. You list the block identification for
the L33 as However this is the same identification number found on the iron blocks L59 and
LM4. The casting number on my L33 is which I beleive to be a gen 3 block with the black 24x
crank sensor. Hey, thanks for the heads up guys. I have an L33 all aluminum engine Gen 4 58
reluctant wheel. HO LS Engine heads. I used a little lunati cam with the aide of fitech. Running
gears. This is an Cadillac Seville 4 wheel disc brakes. Power band starts Still test and tuning.
Stay tune for results. Why is this a good engine? Just because its aluminum? Is that really any
advantage? Sounds like it takes moola to get horsepower into itâ€”why not just get a larger iron
block with a bunch of HP already there? I have not built anything since a bunch of chevies back
in the 70s but want to for the fun at age Aluminum block saves about pounds. Your email
address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser
for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment
data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Author: OnAllCylinders Staff. Jay says: August
31, at am. Aaron Doty says: September 20, at am. Brian Nutter says: February 18, at am. From 2.
Larry says: June 22, at pm. John R Wehunt says: November 18, at pm. The L33 casting is The
casting given is what you said. On all cylinders is incorrect. Paul Sakalas says: November 19, at
am. Michael A Henderson says: July 24, at pm. Mark Korney, aka "Bowtie" says: December 30,
at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be published. The LM7 is a 5. For
marketing purposes, it was also known as the Vortec The information listed here is for the stock
LM7 engine. These motors are capable of making a lot of horsepower, and respond well to
upgrades like turbos, superchargers, high-flow cylinder heads, intake systems, cams, and
nitrous oxide. Summit Racing has created a series of comprehensive guides for each engine in
the LS family, so engine builders and tuners can have a handy reference for their projects.
Pingback: LM4 5. It really depends on your specific vehicle applicationâ€”but your estimate is
certainly right in the ballpark. I am doing a cam delete plate moving the cam sensor to the front
and putting in a custom cut zo6 cam with a single bolt cam gear. Unfortunately I ported and
polished the cast heads before I learned of their suseptability for cracking. My inquirey has a
feew parts to it. Ive heard that the two have different amounts of teeth and have been told I need
to change the crank. Fingers crossed that I dont. Is it gonna start or will I have to have the ECU

reprogramed? Will a set of 4. Any other advice or suggestions are welcome. If you have a Gen.
You are correct that you would need to swap the crank or reluctor itself. If you have a gen.
Knock sensor extensions would also be required, but some leave them unhookedâ€¦which is a
little dicey. The good news is you already have some pretty good stuff to work with. Definitely
check out our LM7 upgrade article for some good tips. Most of the aftermarket cams out there
are built on a 3-bolt core, so you can keep the top and bottom timing gears from what you have
and just throw a stronger LS2 spec timing chain on it. The rear mount cam sensor is fine, so
that saves you a bit of headache. Knock sensor locations too. The biggest injectors that came in
LM7s came in the versions. At 25 lbs. The stage 3 cam would like a 2, converter and the Stage 4
would like a 2, converter. You can check out those cam specs on the Summit Pro LS Cam article
to get an idea of the duration numbers etc. The 6 inch rods you found are probably made for
gen. The problem is they have an offset in the beam that makes them un-centered under the
pistonâ€¦this causes side loading. Lastly, flat tops would not help enough to recover the
compression of having a piston. The LM7 rods used a press fit. That would get you up to If you
are making more power, then the aftermarket rods are 6. There are lots of forged pistons
available and a flat top version with 2 valve reliefs is pretty easy to find. Commonly available.
Hopefully the information above helps. I have a stock 5. It has , on it and I want to build a
replacement engine for it. I have built several small blocks over the years but never an LS. I fell
in love with this LS and want to build one for this truck with more horsepower but keep it for
daily driving. What is your recommendation for Crank, cam, intakes, pistons, rods, and whether
to start with a 5. I would like to have hp. Mike, find a 6. Looking for best replacement engine.
Any legal cam change for better performance? Any other recommendations? Pingback: LR4 4.
Can this engine hold a 6. My transmission is going out and my uncle has a 6. Low octane of
course.. I am losing some antifreeze out the tail pipes now tho!!! Most likely head gasket. Can I
use my stock pedal if the throttle body is cable or does the ecm still look for pedal position? I
have a 95 2 door tahoe. I have a q gmc sierra 5. I did used a dial indicator on a stock cam and
came up with 0. The cam lift is just that, lift at the cam lobe. A quick run down is say you have.
Multiply the lift times ratio like this:. I hope this helps clear up the lift question you had. I have a
gmc sierra. I am trying to convert my Gen 3 block to an aluminum Gen 4 block. I have purchased
the block. From my valley to the side of the block. Is there a place already there that they won
go in? I have read that is a no. Where do I put them? When I relocate the knock sensors, what
do I do about the 2 large holes in the valley cover? What do I do about the hole in the block if I
move mine to the front where the gen 4 is, and what do I have to do in order to make this work
with the cam from gen 3? I assume this will be fine? I am trying to find out if I have a DoD
engine. I need to do a lifter job. I have been told that if is is DoD I will have to remove the heads
to do this. The 6. What is the cylinder bore angle is it the same as a gen 1 or gen 2 block can it
be bored with the same tooling as the old blocks And what is the head and valve angle on the ls
motorsv? Will a 6. If so does the tranny need to be changed out with the engine? My truck idles
rough after I googled the problem it points to a egr valve so I went to Auto Zone the gentleman
looks in the book and said there is a gasket but shows no egr valve. Being a Sunday all the
mechanic shops are closed and you help me? I purchased a stroker from Summit, it is a chev
block. Nothing interchanges between them. Sell it and buy an LS Vortec engine. Could this
motor be swapped with a 6. It says that the 6. Great web site thanks. Can i put any 5. Without
new harness and computer adjusting. My question is this, and I hope simple. I am planning to
do a mild rebuild of the 5. Cam, thermostat, tune, and possibly under drive pulleysâ€¦is it worth
the expense, for what I see as minimal gains, to upgrade the intake to the TBSS and all that
would entail? Pingback: LM7 5. Pingback: L59 5. Your email address will not be published. Your
Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This
site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing
Equipment. LS Engines LM7 5. Bore Dia. Stroke 3. Deck Height 9. Bore Spacing 4. Cam Housing
Bore Dia. Pressed Wrist Pin Dia. Crankshaft Rod Journal Dia. Exhaust Valve Diameter 1. Lobe
Separation Angle Pushrod Length 7. Fuel Injector Flow Author: OnAllCylinders Staff. I think it is
hp? OnAllCylinders Staff says: August 6, at am. Joshua says: October 16, at pm. Casper Allen
says: August 9, at am. Hi , I am doing a cam delete plate moving the cam sensor to the front and
putting in a custom cut zo6 cam with a single bolt cam gear. Brian Nutter says: August 9, at pm.
MIKE says: September 10, at pm. David says: October 27, at pm. Jeff A Pelletier says: October
28, at am. I have a chev silverado 5. Dustin Swaim says: February 9, at am. Joshua Johnson
says: February 19, at pm. Dre says: March 26, at pm. Martin Wilson says: January 19, at am. Dj
says: March 29, at pm. Not a chevy guy says: April 9, at pm. Darin says: June 6, at am. Billy
Trammell says: May 1, at pm. Here are my questionsâ€¦. Thank you so much in advance for the
help. Philip Griffin says: May 13, at pm. Marlon says: May 29, at pm. Lboy says: August 28, at
am. Wladimir g hodniuk says: September 8, at am. Aonde consigo a bomba da direcao

hidraulica para ser enviada para o Brasil. Gary W Atsma says: October 13, at am. Jesus
Elizondo says: November 14, at pm. Patrick Lynard says: November 14, at pm. Brian says:
November 20, at pm. Gary d. Lamb says: January 30, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email
address will not be published. In this article, I'll show you what to look for and what to test so
that you can confirm that you do indeed have a blown head gasket issue or not. There are
several symptoms of a blown head gasket on your GM pickup, van, or SUV and the one thing
they all have in common is that your vehicle over-heated. The cylinder head gaskets on your GM
pickup, van or SUV are tasked with keeping three very specific components of the engine
separate from one another among several things and these three are:. The most common end
result of a blown head gasket is coolant mixing with the engine oil. To check for this, all you
have to do is:. CASE 1: The engine oil was a milky white color like coffee with too much cream.
This tells you that the coolant is mixing with the Oil and that you do have a blown head gasket
on your hands. CASE 2: The engine oil was its normal color. This doesn't confirm anything just
yet. You'll need to go to the next test to make sure. Go to: TEST 2. P -What Does It Mean? All
Tutorials: 4. This material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon
Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product
links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic
testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. The
end result of severe over-heating is usually a blown head gasket, but not always. Cylinder
compression escaping from one cylinder into the adjacent one and vice-versa. Contents of this
tutorial at a glance:. Applies To:. Buick Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned
from the site! Hate Spam. Clearwater Cylinder Head, Inc. All seat and guide work is performed
as needed on the lastest state of the art Serdi or Sunnen seat and guide machine. We then
install a quality valve seal and pull a vacuum on each valve to insure there is a perfect seal
between the valve and the seat. All machine work performed on the latest state of the art
equipment. Head is complete and ready for installation. Insurance, packaging, and handling are
all included in the shipping price. We make it easy for you to return your core as we provide you
with a prepaid UPS peel and stick return shipping label located with the invoice on the outside
of the box behind the plastic. We will accept your old cylinder head no matter what is wrong
with it as long as it includes all the parts that the new head came with. You will never be
charged extra because your old head is damaged. Cracked head? Bent valves? Head taken
apart? We have no up-front core charge. A copy of the warranty card will be enclosed with your
invoice. We invite you to read this entire document carefully prior to installing your cylinder
head. Please do not hesitate to contact us should you have any questions. A copy of invoice
must accompany head. A Return Authorization number must be obtained. These heads are sold
as a pair. Rated 0 out of 5. This cylinder head is sold with a brand new cam. For a street car, this
design means excellent throttle response, torque and average power. Dyno tests have proven
that comparable aftermarket cathedral port heads can match a rectangular port in peak power,
while proving much more impressive below the curve. For road racing, a cathedral port is ideal,
and has even proven to be quite capable in drag racing with an altered valve angle and larger
runner sizes. There are changes throughout the model years, which are indicated with various
casting numbers last three digits are the part number. Though no longer produced by GM, all
versions are fairly abundant used and work with any factory or larger bore. If you are new to
Gen IIIs, please note that these heads are aluminum and unless otherwise noted, so is every
other head in this book. Following directly in the engineering footprint of the LS1 casting, these
cylinder heads were used on the 4. The only differences between these heads and the LS1,
besides the price, are the valve size and combustion chamber. Out of the box, the small valves
make these heads a poor choice for performance applications, but these components are easily
upgradable, which often makes for a great high-compression head that is easy on the wallet.
These heads have been phased out of production in favor of higher-flowing, LS6-based
castings. These heads came on low-performance 6. The early design was the only castiron LS
head ever made, and the least desirable in a performance application. However, the later heads
can be a good choice for boosted applications because they offer larger runners and
combustion chambers for lower compression over the factory LS1 heads. Because these heads
are no longer in production, they must be purchased used. Though they are not the most
common, they are also not the most desirable, so the price tag is usually very reasonable and
work with any bore size. The hipo 6. Though the runners are identical to those on the LS6, its
combustion chambers are larger, just like the LQ4. These heads are no longer in production,
replaced on 6. Because of the small valves, these heads fit on small-bore applications though
the large chambers may be a bit much. In its most potent form, these heads supported a
conservatively rated hp on the Z06 Corvette. In production these heads have been repurposed
on the aluminum 5. Although Chevrolet has invested plenty of time and effort into engineering a

fine array of cylinder heads for the LS-Series engines, it still must focus on the needs of the
massmarket consumer. Aftermarket companies have no such restrictions, and can craft
performance-specific castings to meet the needs of racers and hardcore enthusiasts. Some of
them are custom porting jobs based on existing factory castings, while others are completely
custom castings. This means an incredibly broad range of port sizes, chamber depths, and
valve options exist for the discerning LS head shopper. If you need to feed a big-inch stroker LS
or are adding forced induction, a well-engineered head that can aid your quest for power almost
certainly exists. Please note that the flow numbers have been provided by the manufacturers,
and may not be perfectly comparable because they were acquired on different equipment. Still,
they should be close enough to serve your needs when looking for a particular flow range.
While not the largest name in the industry, AI is well respected. Specializing in such a finite area
makes AI particularly knowledgable, precise, and efficient. Each program is well thought out to
appeal to a particular and common customer need. At the time of publication, AI had just
completed several new heads with aftermarket and factory castings. It also offers intake
manifold porting and valvetrain kits with a specially designed camshaft. These heads boast
plenty of piston-to-valve clearance for an , stock cubic-inch LS1 with a large-duration cam
without cutting piston reliefs , though cutting the chambers can easily put compression over AI
claims this reasonably priced offering is easily capable of to rear wheel horsepower rwhp with
one of its cams and supporting boltons in a ci engine. The buyer must supply a core. Because
stock valves are used, there is no limitation on bore size. AI claims these heads are worth 20 to
30 rwhp over the stock, as-cast heads. Additional charges apply for various components and
options. The stock valves allow for any bore size. Despite the larger runners, AI claims these
heads produce great power under the curve, crisp throttle response, and no loss in driveability.
Although the stock valves would seem to hold them back, many records are owed to these
heads from stock cubic-inchers to strokers, especially on heavier vehicles such as GTOs and
Trailblazer SSs. A special high-compression version is also available to allow plenty of
piston-to-valve clearance for big cams with a smaller chamber and stock pistons. There is no
bore size limitation. In the early s the company began full production, and incorporated
advanced, high-density cast-billet technology. At long last this brought full five-axis CNC-ported
aluminum heads to racers at an affordable price. This family-owned and operated organization
is based in southern California, and continues to stay on the cutting edge. Photos Courtesy
AirFlow Research. The small-port, high-velocity, cc Mongoose is an update of the head that
started it all. The latest iteration boasts excellent torque for smaller-cube combos, and many
added features to benefit forced induction and overall durability while still compatible with
factory rocker arms, intake manifold, etc. Later, center-bolt-style valve covers are required, as
with all AFR castings. These heads are built for a 3. The cc Mongoose was designed specifically
to maximize the 4-inch bore, and is an excellent choice for street-based applications. However,
the cc head can also be a good choice for aggressive or forced-induction ci combinations.
Though it was designed for a 4-inch-or-larger bore, this head is also compatible with a 3.
Available in small- and large-bore variations, the cc Mongoose is extremely versatile and
perhaps the most capable emissions-legal head on the market. For an all-out, boosted ci combo
this head gives up some low-end torque, but screams up top. However, it is ideal for naturally
aspirated strokers to ci. Plenty of added features make this a competitive head for the money,
especially since it is compatible with all factory equipment. The minimum bore size required is
3. Machined to accept. With high-end flow reaching cfm at. This combination enables more than
hp while still providing gobs of low- and mid-range torque. Like the rest of the line-up, this head
still uses stock valve lengths and geometry, and is compatible with factory equipment.
However, only the most aggressive, race-only 4. One of the oldest names in the industry is
Edelbrock. Vic Edelbrock, Sr. In , Vic Sr. In the company was handed to Vic Jr. Edelbrock has its
own aluminum foundries with a permanent-mold and heat-treat facility located nearby, for a
percent Made in the USA product. Edelbrock continues to use its resources as the basis for
some incredible products from budget to high-end and street to full-on race. Photos Courtesy
Edelbrock. These heads come in a smaller cc intake runner and a cc runner for strokers. The
smaller version is perfect for stock cubic-inch combos, and flows plenty of air. Plenty of other
great features are afforded by the clean-sheet casting design, though these heads are
compatible with factory rockers and other components. These heads bolt right on to any 3. The
cost is kept down, but the quality is kept up. These heads are a great choice for a stock-cube
build, yet provide plenty of room to growâ€”giving plenty of material for further porting. The
larger-than-stock sized valves are said to pose no clearance issues for even the 3. All factory
equipment bolts right up including the later, center-bolt, style valve covers with factory or
aftermarket fasteners. Livernois has its roots in engineering, starting in , becoming the first to
produce aluminum radiators for automotive use as well as the tooling and machines to produce

them. Today the same philosophy of rigorous testing and design has helped the
companydesign many CNC programs for OEM and aftermarket castings. In the LS community,
Livernois is most famous for its fifth-generation Camaro products and services, and managed
to lay claim to the very first Camaro ZL1 to run a 9-second quarter-mile using a Livernois cam
and CNC-ported heads. Photos Courtesy Livernois Motorsports. Known for its
high-horsepower, boosted combinations, Livernois has several great CNC-ported stock
castings starting with the LS2 Stage 2. Using a 5-axis CNC machine, the Stage 2 boasts many
high-quality parts proprietary to Livernois, such as a dual-valvespring package with titanium
retainers and Viton seals. The only difference between the Stage 2 and the Stage 3 is the valves,
the lesser version uses new GM valves, though it does have a CNC valve job to smoothly
transition into the chamber. The stock valves allow these heads to fit on the small-bore 4.
Supercharged and nitrous applications definitely take advantage of the high-flowing exhaust
port. The valve choice makes this head appropriate on a stock 3. Mast is one of the newest,
brightest, and fastest growing developers of LS parts. The Texas-based company was founded
on the principles of engineering, developing high-quality LS components, and thorough
assembly of LS crate enginesâ€”embracing new and cuttingedge technology. Mast is constantly
developing new products for the LS market that push the design envelope for the highest
performance, such as its splayed-valve designs and the canted-valve Mozez head. Photos
Courtesy Mast Motor-sports. Similar to the ET Performance degree castings of years past,
which were a big game-changer, these heads are ideal in a smaller cubic-inch combination with
a biglift, high-duration cam thanks to its flatter valve angle. Unlike its predecessor, the Mast
degree head uses any LS3-style rocker arms rather than a special set of shaft-mount rockers.
The 6-head-bolt provision makes this high-flowing head ideal for cubic-inch limited aftermarket
block combos, or those with LS2- or LQ9-based engines who are looking to upgrade to an
aftermarket block later. The runner size makes it appropriate for high-boost, smaller-cube
combos, or larger-cube naturally aspirateds, with a 3. Medium 4. Though cathedral ports are
usually not the preferred choice for large-cubic-inch builds, these heads could change all that.
Hitting cfm at. With massive valves for a cathedral, it is no surprise that these heads use
LS7-style rocker arms and are appropriate for a 4. Patriot is known for producing a high-quality
product at an affordable price, among several different platforms. Maximum air and fuel flow are
achieved by in-house CNC designs altering the chamber, bowl, and runners. While itstarted with
CNC programs for OEM casting heads, Patriot has branched out into clean-sheet designs while
still at an affordable price. The Alabama shop recently opened a new facility to better serve its
customers. The larger chambers on the LQ9 casting make it better suited for mild-boost
applications. Both are available with 2. And again the larger chambers on the LQ9 casting make
it better for boost. Both are machined on a 5-axis CNC, and ideal for a 4-inch bore given the
large valves and chambers but do fit a 3. The most economical of the bunch, CNC programs for
either the 5. The LS1 casting saves the expense of converting the valve covers, coil brackets,
and other associated parts. The only catch is the larger cc combustion chamber, as opposed to
the 5. Both are machined on a 5-axis CNC, work well in naturally aspirated engines, and with a
to hp shot of nitrous. PRC is known for extensive flow and dyno testing of all its heads as well
as affordability. In terms of quality and performance per dollar, PRC is hard to beat. Photos
Courtesy Precision Race Components. Because these heads are a factory casting, they are
compatible with all factory components. The upgraded valves are still friendly to smaller-bore
combinations such as 4. The base heads come with factory valvesprings, with three different
upgrade options. All Stage 1 heads have factory valves and are milled and assembled according
to owner specifications. The stock-size valves pose no limitations on bore size. Larger
stainless-steel valves help unlock even more flow from the OEM castings, which flow enough
air for any smaller-cube build and even some stroker applications though the valves pose no
issues with shrouding and bore size. Again, the larger chambers on the 6. The 6. The larger
chambers on the 6. The large valves make a 3. The conservative valve sizes are intended to
accommodate small bores and stock cubic inches without inhibiting flow. These heads are
compatible with factory rockers and other equipment. However, roller rockers are recommended
to reduce wear with bronze valveguides powder metal guides are also available. This head was
specifically designed for maximum-effort smaller-cube combinations. The is designed for a 3.
Based on the same aftermarket casting as the and cc heads, the cc version is made for
4-inch-and-larger bores. The massive 2. Just like the other versions, the cc is compatible with
factory rockers and other equipment. Total Engine Airflow TEA began in the early s in Bowling
Green, Kentucky, and established itself as a premiere center for cylinder head research and
development. The company has since been moved to Ohio, working closely with sister
company Trick Flow. Years of flow bench and dyno testing have helped shape the
CNC-machining design of cylinder heads and manifolds. Customized performance air-flow

solutions are also available. Photos Courtesy Total Engine Airflow. Stock valves keep cost
down and low- to mid-lift flow up, with the added benefit of small-bore 4. Because these are
stock castings, there are no special components necessary. Many options are available, such
as milling to decrease the size of the combustion chambers. Fully assembled with. The biggest
difference between the Stage 1 and the Stage 2 is the use of larger Ferrea valves and
accompanying valve job, which was developed on the Trick Flow Specialties TFS cc head. Just
like the Stage 1, the or casting receives full CNC porting of the runners and hand blending of the
port and valve job. TFS began in in Ohio, making big-block Ford cylinder heads, but has since
branched out to many Chevy applications and even camshafts, intake manifolds, and other
engine components. While it were not the first on the scene with an aftermarket LS head, its
cathedral offering is considered to be one of the best and was influential on designs thereafter.
This well-thought-out design also carries into various packages, with carefully selected
camshaft profiles and quality components to make installations trouble-free. These heads are
designed specifically for truck engines such as the small-bore 4. The 2. The chambers are
CNC-machined and bowl-blended to refine the shape, yet are stock size to maintain
compression. Unlike their larger cousins, these heads have powdered metal valveguides to
make them friendly to factory rocker arms. To further help cut costs, the GenX heads are
compatible with factory valve covers, sensors, etc. This is a smart choice for any 3. The
CNC-ported intake and exhaust runners with CNC-machined and bowl-blended chambers make
this a high-performing head. Roller rock ers are a must with the bronze valve-guides. All other
OEM components bolt right on, including center-bolt valve covers. These ascast heads offer all
the great features and nearly the performance of the CNC-ported heads, but at a better price.
From the Like the s, roller rockers are required. The LS2 version boasts larger intake valves for
the 4. Roller rockers are required, with no other special needs. The GenX picks up where the
head left off, adding greater volume and flow; best suited for 4-inchor-larger bores though it can
fit a 3. The substantial capabilities of this fully CNC-ported head can keep up with strokers and
forced induction, while also working for some stock cubic-inch combos. Again, this casting
sports a Just as with the , roller rockers are required. The large valves and chambers are
designed for 4. Since the s come from the same casting as the smaller versions, they also have
a The cc GenX head pushes the limits of the cathedral port casting, utilizing massive intake
valves that rival rectangular ports, making it suitable for large-bore applications only though it
fits a 4. CNC-ported runners and CNC-machined chambers with bowl-blending facilitate massive
flow, and the 6-bolts-per-cylinder head bolt provision is standard for better clamping with
aftermarket blocks. Just like the others, the s feature a An optional nitrous exhaust port can
increase flow to cfm at. TEA CNC-ports the Trick Flow casting to a massive cc to make it an
all-out drag head, taking the already impressive cc head and injecting it with steroids. Built for
large-lift camshafts and high RPM, this head comes with massive PAC valvesprings,
competition degree valve job, and titanium intake valves. Titanium or inconel exhaust valves are
optional upgrades to the standard stainless-steel valves from Victory Optional nitrous exhaust
ports hit an unbelievable cfm at 1. This head comes only with LSX-style 6-bolts-per-cylinder
head bolt provisions for aftermarket blocks because a 4. The TFS casting, of course, has a
Though West Coast has been machining heads for more than 23 years in Southern California,
with various small- and big-block applications in all forms of motorsports and street
performance, the LS market is quickly taking over the business. Built for the popular 4. The
Edel-brock casting is compatible with factory rockers and other equipment, and utilizes the
stock LS1 valve angle. The flow numbers are exceptionally high for the runner sizes, which
make these heads so versatile. These heads are compatible with all OEM equipment and require
a 3. On the largest version of the Edelbrock-based trio from WCCH, the large cc intake runners
are extremely peaky and benefit large-lift camshafts. Flow continues to rise as it hits. Though
these heads work well with a high-boost ci engine, without forced induction substantial cubes
are needed to properly match the large runners. Just like the others, these heads are also
compatible with OEM fasteners, sensors, and rocker arms. Just like its as-cast cousin, the CNC
version flows better as the lift increases past. On a large-cubic-inch or race application this
head has plenty of potential, yet still is completely compatible with factory rockers and other
components. However, most likely a solid roller and shaft-mount rockers is the chosen pairing
with these heads. An unported version is also available that flows and cfm at. If you liked this
article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below and we will send you an exclusive
deal on this book. LQ9 The hipo 6. Aftermarket Heads Although Chevrolet has invested plenty of
time and effort into engineering a fine array of cylinder heads for the LS-Series engines, it still
must focus on the needs of the massmarket consumer. LS1 cc and LS1 cc. GenX and GenX
GenX A test of the popular factory cylinder heads has been a long time coming, and honestly,
we are not sure why it hasn't been done before. In the past, others have played with flow

numbers and even measured port volumes, but we don't race flow numbers or volumes, now do
we? In fact, this test will illustrate exactly why you can't translate flow figures into power
production. At best, flow numbers indicate potential power, but we are getting ahead of
ourselves. The first order of business was to identify and round up a selection of popular LS
factory heads. Second was to procure a test mule. The test engine was an easy choice, as the 5.
In terms of cylinder heads, we included the small-valve 5. The idea was to flow and measure
each head, then follow up with the all-important dyno testing. We also took the liberty of
measuring the combustion chamber diameter distance across to illustrate how the factory sized
them for their particular target bore size. This might be another good indicator on how well they
work on the small-bore 5. Not surprisingly, the truck heads offered both the smallest port and
chamber volumes. The combustion chambers on the heads measured The port volumes were
within a couple of cc's of the LS1 heads, and the peak flow differed by around 5 cfm despite the
heads having a smaller intake valve size. The smaller intake valve is the reason many LS
owners dismiss the heads, but enthusiasts should really look at something called the
Coefficient of Discharge. The Coefficient of Discharge is a calculation of the airflow versus
valve sizing, and gives a much more accurate picture of the power potential of these heads. The
heads were used on 5. In terms of peak flow, the heads offered cfm at 0. The exhaust flow
offered by the heads topped the other three heads tested here, but we suspect there would be
variations among the different castings with different valve jobs and mileage. The heads,
compared to the heads, offered larger 68cc combustion chambers, which meant a drop in
compression of roughly 0. According to Internet folklore, the heads used on the 6. Our testing
showed this to be at least partially plausible as the flow numbers were similar, though not
identical. The heads flowed more than the heads by as much as 20 cfm at some lift points. The
peak flow numbers differed by just 7 cfm at 0. What made the heads both kissed and cursed
was the combustion chamber size. The massive chamber volume of This translated into a drop
in static compression of 1. The heads are often used on turbo small-block 5. Check out the dyno
graphs to see how much the s lost on this 5. Designed specifically for a 6. As expected, the
heads offered the highest peak flow, with cfm coming at 0. The 0. Despite larger exhaust port
volumes than either the or , the heads offered the least exhaust flow of the bunch, with a peak of
just cfm. The cc intake ports flowed as expected, but the 74cc exhaust ports were not quite up
to snuff. Next to the heads, the s featured the smallest combustion chamber at 64 cc. This put it
within 2. This was coupled with a 3. Check out the graphs for a full rundown, but the big
surprise was that the amazing power of the legendary heads never materialized. Now, combine
that with the fact that the headsâ€”the same set everyone throws awayâ€”made the most power,
and we might have just turned the LS world upside down. It is no surprise that the heads made
the least power. Though they offer plenty of flow, they also started with a huge drop in
compression from 9. Though the lower compression might make them attractive for the turbo or
blower crowd, there is a big gap in power that must be overcome before the s can start making
more power than the standard s. At the very least, the s would need more boost to reach any
given power level than the heads, and besides, a compression ratio of 9. The heads performed
slightly better than the s, and the s were better still. Of course, the question now is how would
the four heads act under boost where the additional flow required might tax the maximum flow
potential of the small-valve 5. That, my friends, is another test for another day! Modified 5. The
large combustion chambers were likely to blame, as the 10cc increase in chamber volume
resulted in a drop of the static compression ratio by 1. The larger chambers make the s popular
for boosted applications, but know you are starting with a significant deficit by replacing the
heads with the s. We have been told by a reputable source that the chamber design of the heads
is less than optimal as well, irrespective of the size, meaning if you milled it, it still would not
produce the power you could get from the s, let alone the s. The increased chamber volume of
6. The heads bested the heads by roughly 10 hp, but down low the heads improved to
kia sorento brake pad replacement
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rque production by as much as 20 lb-ft. Given the minimal difference in flow and lack of power
production, the s don't seem like much of an upgrade over the heads. But on the upside, both
respond equally well to porting. The heads offered the most flow, bettering the heads by as
much as 20 cfm at some lift points. The chamber volume on the heads was within 2. The peak
numbers were certainly close hp vs. The heads were simply better than the heads through most
of the curve. Would this change with the presence of boost? We think it might, but only at
extreme levels that might tax the flow limit of the heads. The question now is where that limit
occurs. We treat a small-block Chevy build to a host of modern upgrades to deliver LS reliability
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